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Basic Pins, Skewers & Forks
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A. Chess Club
Early evening teaching lesson: Monday 5 September 2011
by Caleb Wright
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/

Pins
Basic definition: “An often protected unit of material is unable to move
without allowing an often more valuable friendly unit to be captured.”
An instructive example of how crippling a pin can be and the dangers of it can be
illustrated below. Note the diagonal pressure and attack by White along the c-file.

It is White to move….
Alekhine, Alexander – Nimzowitsch, Aaron
San Remo, 1930 (C17)
21.Rc2 Qe8 22.Rac1 Rab8 23.Qe3 Rc7 24.Rc3 Qd7 25.R1c2 Kf8 26.Qc1 Rbc8
27. Ba4 b5 28.Bxb5 Ke8 29.Ba4 Kd8 30.h4 h5 31.Kh2 g6 32.g3 1-0

Skewers
Basic definition of a “Skewer”: “An attacking unit lines up at least two
units (even a friendly one) and will often capture the enemy one.”
The example below shows a fatal kind of skewer.
Watch out on those diagonals, ranks and files !!!

(composition)

White to move.............................(enquire for the clear answer)
----------------------------------------------------------

Forks
Basic definition of a “Fork”:
“A simultaneous attack by a single unit on at least two enemy units”

(composition)

White to move..............................(enquire for the clear answer)
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Basic GAMBIT IDEAS
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A. Chess Club
Early evening teaching lesson: Monday 13 June 2011
by Caleb Wright
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/

What is a gambit ?
Basic definition: “Voluntary material sacrifice given for compensating
……………………advantage/s.”
Basic practical example: Material (normally a pawn) is ‘given away’,
…………………………often in return for a strong initiative or
…………………………development.

To decline or to accept – that is the question.
Although not exhaustive, below are very helpful ‘gross generalisations’.
Basic Declined Gambit ideas: (for both sides)
- Stable and careful game. Tension slowly building.
- Reasonably balanced material
- ‘Shared’ centre and safe castling
- Steady regular development
- Emphasis on solid and counterattacking setups
- Endgame structures

Basic Accepted Gambit ideas: (for both sides)
- Unbalanced and chaotic game. Sharp and exciting.
- Material sacrificed
- Space and key squares are important compensating factors
- Rapid development
- Rolling attack and defence setups
- Endgame structures
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Queen’s Gambit position:

Black to move.
White began the game by moving the Pawn in front of the Queen,
Black did the same moving its own Pawn.
Now White’s last move was moving the Pawn in front of the Bishop,
voluntarily offering a queenside pawn and creating the Queen’s
Gambit.
Black is now faced with a very important early choice –
Black must now decide:

Decline ?

or Accept ?

Key considerations:
• What does each player want out of the game ?
• How does each player expect to go about it ?
• What is each player most familiar with ?
• What is each player most comfortable with ?

(Those familiar with Chess notation can easily research the well
known and analysed world class top level games below)

A typical game position to illustrate lesson ideas resulting from:
the Queen’s Gambit declined:

Black to make move number Nine.
Players: White: Capablanca – Black: Alekhine
Details: Buenos Aires, World Championship 1927, Game 21, (D63)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A typical game position to illustrate lesson ideas resulting from:
the Queen’s Gambit accepted:

White to make move number Twelve.
Players: White: Gelfand – Black: Anand
Details: Linares 1993, Round 5, (D20)
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Basic Exchanges – Cui bono ?
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui Junior Chess Club
Thursday 10 May 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright

Cui bono ? (Latin) – Who benefits ?
Very often in our games we are faced with important exchanging choices.
It is definitely worth taking the time to think through the benefits and
disadvantages of exchanging or not exchanging, and then how best to go
about the decision you make to get the most desirable outcome.
Ask the question: – Who benefits ?
Example one : White to move.

(composition)
White can ask is there any benefit to anyone in exchanging off Rooks ?
White carefully examines the move 1.Rc4. If Black exchanges Rooks then
White will be able to easily promote the Pawn. White benefits. So White
examines what will happen if Black moves the King to protect the Black
Rook. White exchanges Rooks. After White moving the King to b4 or c4,
now White uses a combination of advancing the Pawn as well as keeping
his King on the b-file or c-file stopping the Black King from coming
closer. White does benefit. So White wants to exchange Rooks in this
position. White will win.
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Example two : White to move. Ask the question: – Who benefits ?

(composition)
White to move does not particularly want to move the White King away
or back from defending the King side pawns. White examines moving the
pawn with a check. Black is faced with little option but to then capture
the pawn. White then would move Kg3. Now Black has to move the Black
King away, White captures the Black pawn, and is now free to move to
the other side of the board while Black is tied down to taking care of the
White h-pawn threatening promotion.
The delayed pawn exchange benefits White.

Example three : Black to move. Ask the question: – Who benefits ?

Caleb Wright – R.Dare

2005 North Island Championship

Black to move is behind on material count, and hopes to draw the game. Black
can move the g-pawn and play …g4, which protects the Knight. White would play
Be7. Black say Kg6. If White were to later play the Nf2 move, then Black would need
to consider if allowing and exchange of Knights or exchanging them is beneficial to
Black. Who benefits then ? Black would likely decide that it is best NOT to exchange
Knights and play ...Ng5.
However Black played…Nf4 check, thinking that there would be a Draw due to
insufficient material once White’s last pawn disappeared. White (myself) calmly
played Pawn takes Knight. Black played Pawn takes Pawn, and once the Black Pawns
were captured White (myself) eventually checkmated Black with what remained - the
Bishop, Knight and help from the King. White benefits from the exchange on f4.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Example four : White to move. Ask the question: – Who benefits ?

Caleb Wright – B. van der Lee

Mt.Maunganui RSA Chess Club - April 2012

White to move has a big decision to make. Exchange Queens or not ?
Have a think and what would your choice be ? Bear in mind the dramatic nature of
the position with the Queen’s on and off. Who benefits ?
Analysing very deeply with a very top level computer program, the best move is
White immediately exchanging Queens. 15.Qxg4 Nxg4 16.f3. Another very top level
computer program with a different style disagrees with this and says the best move is
15.Ba3. It then says now Black should not exchange Queens and move 15….Qe6.
In the game White (myself) instead played 15.f3. I considered it of more benefit to
keep the Queens on for me for now. Now one of the computer programs says Black
should move 15…Qh5, the other says 15…Qe6, however each one says in its
respective variation that 16.Be3 Nc5 17.Rad1 is the best continuation.
The rest of the game ? Well after 15.f3 Black played instead 15…Qg6 and the game
was later drawn.
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Basic Piece usefulness
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A.
Monday 16 July 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
Deciding where the best place is to gain usefulness from one’s pieces can be a
determining factor in the game.
A very brief summation (although not exhaustive) touches upon some of the key
points to remember with each piece:
Pawns – Space, structure.
Knights – Centralise. “On the rim is dim”
Bishops – Good, Bad, Active, Passive.
Rooks – Open files, Semi-open files
Queen – Careful attacks
King – Safety, Endgame
The following game illustrates some ideas:
Players: White: Steinitz – Black: von Bardeleben
Details: Hastings 1895 (C54)
1.e4 e5 2.Nf3 Nc6 3.Bc4 Bc5 both sides developing pieces. 4.c3 Nf6 5.d4 exd4
6.cxd4 Pawn centre set up by White but…..Bb4+ Black sets to attack 7.Nc3

Black to move.
7….d5 (better is 7….Nxe4 then 8.O-O Bxc3 9.d5 Bf6 10.Re1 Ne7 11.Rxe4 d6)
8.exd5 Nxd5 9.O-O Be6 (if Black exchanges on the c3 square then White threatens to
play Qb3 soon with threats of Ba3+) 10.Bg5 Be7 Bishops develop, defend and
exchange. 11.Bxd5 Bxd5 12.Nxd5 Qxd5 13.Bxe7 Nxe7 14.Re1 f6 15.Qe2 (15.Qa4
is an excellent option) Qd7 16.Rac1 (Rooks on good files. Rad1 also good) …c6
(Kf7 was better) 17.d5 cxd5 18.Nd4 White has a central Knight. ….Kf7 19.Ne6
Rhc8 20.Qg4 Active Queen. Now.….g6 21.Ng5+ Ke8 22.Rxe7+ Kf8 23.Rf7+ Kg8
24.Rg7+ Kh8 (King unsafe) 25.Rxh7+ 1-0 (White won)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Examine the position after the moves: 1.e4 e6 2.d4 d6 3.Nf3 Nf6 4.Nc3 Nc6 5.Bc4
Be7 6.Bf4 Bd7 7.Qd2 and Black plays ….Nxe4 8.Nxe4 d5… Good to examine.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Basic Pawn Structure
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A.
Monday 23 July 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
Pawn formations are highly important in any game. What are some of the important
factors with Pawns ? Blocking, restricting, important squares & areas, tie down
pieces, promotions, exchanging/trading. The following game illustrates some ideas:
Players: White: Fischer – Black: Larsen Details: Cts Game one, Denver 1971 (C19)
1.e4 e6 2.d4 d5 3.Nc3 Bb4 4.e5 Ne7 5.a3 Bxc3+ 6.bxc3 Structure now becomes
distinctive. ….c5 Black looks at key squares. 7.a4 gains space Nbc6 8.Nf3 Bd7
9. Bd3 Now if Black castled on the Kingside spot the Sacrifice but instead…. Qc7
10.O-O c4 Structure more fixed. Pieces a little tied down in some ways. 11.Be2 f6
Important squares now begin to emerge 12.Re1 Ng6 13.Ba3 Now a big trade fxe5
14.dxe5 Ncxe5 15.Nxe5 Nxe5 16.Qd4 Ng6

White to move and the rest of the game….
17.Bh5 Kf7 18.f4 Rhe8 19.f5 exf5 20.Qxd5+ Kf6 21.Bf3 Ne5 22.Qd4 Kg6
23.Rxe5 Qxe5 24.Qxd7 Rad8 25.Qxb7 Qe3+ 26.Kf1 Rd2 27.Qc6+ Re6 28.Bc5
Rf2+ 29.Kg1 Rxg2++ 30.Kxg2 Qd2+ 31.Kh1 Rxc6 32.Bxc6 Qxc3 33.Rg1+ Kf6
34.Bxa7 f4 35.Bb6 Qxc2 36.a5 Qb2 37.Bd8+ Ke6 38.a6 Qa3 39.Bb7 Qc5 40.Rb1
c3 41.Bb6 (1-0) White won. The White a-pawn decides the game threatening
promotion.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Examine the position: White to move:
White King on g3, White pawns on a5,b5,c5.
Black King on g5, Black pawns on a7,b7,c7.
White moves the middle pawn.
If Black captures with the a7-Pawn then White advances the c-pawn. White wins.
If Black captures with the c7-Pawn then White advances the a-pawn. White wins.
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Basic Caution
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A.
Monday 30 July 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
When learning out basic endgames it is good to have some basic caution in mind as to
avoid “Stalemate” (for example) if we are in a winning position.
Remember the following type of positions:
* White to move: White King on h1, Black King on h8, Black Queen on f2 or on e2.
* White to move: White King on h1, Black King on f3, Black Rook on g2 or g3.
* Black to move: White Pawn on a2, White King on b2,
Black King on d6, Black Bishop on g1 or f1.
Remember the principle of the Bishop being of the same colour as the promotion
square.
Other examples come to mind too. One position to remember is to trap a King as a
means of forcing the opponent to make silly moves.
* White to move: Black King on a1, Black Pawns on h7 and g6.
White King on a3, White Pawn on g5, White Knight on d5.
An excellent White move is Nc3. Now Black has to move the h-pawn and Black will
win but must be careful.
One excellent example to practice your endgame technique is:
* White to move: White King on e1, White Pawn on e2. Black King on e8.
Take turns playing on both sides. Remember the key positions and the principle of the
King in front of the pawn, Once the pawn advances too far a Draw is the likely result
with correct play (depending on the position of course).
Developing and Castling:
Along with developing our pieces into key squares remember – Caution in Castling:
* Don’t necessarily castle ‘for the sake of it’. But King Safety is important.
* Try and castle with Rook development in mind rather than just King safety.
* Pay attention to which side of the board your opponent is preparing to castle on.
* Try and maintain castling flexibility in some positions. i.e. Options to castle on both
sides. In some types of games this will not of course be practical or you may choose
an opening which aims for castling on one side only.
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Basic Tactics
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui R.S.A.
Monday 6 August 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
When playing games of a tactical nature there are some ideas as a beginner or
learning player to watch out for: …….
*
Exchanging pieces to remove a defender. E.g. Is a bank rank mate threatened
or likely if a key piece is exchanged off. Remember this can happen to both sides.
*
Forks. E.g. Knights are especially likely to be involved. For White’s defence
the key square is very often c2. A Knight here may well fork a Rook on a1 as well as
a King on e1.
For Black the square is c7.
*
Double Attacks. E.g. Can you attack two or more pieces at once ? Sometimes
a surprise move can attack the loose and scattered pieces, as well as pieces out of
place that cannot protect each other.
*
Discovered check. Is a King vulnerable to a check of any kind ? Examine the
“what if’s” and see what might happen if those ‘crazy’ moves were played.
*
Discovered attack. A good way to prevent this is to have your pieces protected
by others.
*
Decoy – Can you distract a piece or pawn off its square so you can implement
your plan of attack ? This can be done by offereing a ‘free’ pawn or piece, or an
unusual looking exchange of pieces.

The chess clock:
Are you spending too long on your moves ?
- This can cause a time shortage later on in the game and means you do not have
time to make quality decisions later on. Improving your positional judgement and
experience will help you to access a position easier and quicker.
Are you moving too quickly ?
- Obviously once a move is played it cannot be taken back. Thinking through
variations for longer and the consequences will help you use up more time and
result in better choices.
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Basic Exposure
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui Junior Chess Club.
Thursday 16 August 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
Theres nothing like a little exposure.
Now and again our pieces can get caught out in places where they need not be and as
a result it is up to us to spot the ways to take advantage of the error/s.
Below Black looks well covered enough however…………………
White to move: And with a little surprise the game can happen as follows:

9.e5 dxe5 10.d6 exd6 11.Bg5,
White has sacrificed two pawns.
White is threatening 12.Bxf6 and with the Nc7 fork as well 12.Qf3.
Examine the exposed diagonals and open files.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Position two:
1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 g6 6.Be3 Ng4.
White to move.
Black has just spent a move moving a piece twice in the opening. Generally not a very
good idea.
White can now play 7.Bb5+.
Black has no good way to defend and keep the Knight on g4. E.g. If 7….Bd7 then
The Queen can capture the Knight. If 7…Nc6 then 8.Nxc6 bxc6 and 7.Bxc6+.
Once again - Examine the exposed diagonals and open files
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Basic Dangerous diagonals
Lesson notes as given at the Mount Maunganui RSA.
Thursday 02 September 2012
www.westernbopchess.weebly.com/
by Caleb Wright
Often innocent looking positions can turn into a sudden mess for one or other
opponents. Watch out on the diagonals………….
Look at the following well know position:
1.d4 d5 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 Nf6 4.Bg5 Nbd7 5.cxd5 exd5
If White aims to grab a Pawn and play 6.Nxd5, then Black can play Nxd5.
After White plays 7. Bxd8, then Black plays Bb4+.
White has to play Qd2 which then leads to 8….Bxd2+ 9 Kxd2 and Black then plays
Kxd8. Black is now winning.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Example two: Black to move……..

Black can play ……Nfxe4

a little bit of a surprise for White.

If White Bishop takes d8, Black can play
If after fxe4, then Black Bishop takes the Knight on d4, The Queen recaptures, and
Black plays Queen takes Bishop. Now if White plays Queen takes d6 to recapture the
pawn, Black has one or two a good options and a good position.
If after Black’s first move, if White had played Nxe4, Black would capture this
Knight with the Knight from c5, and a similar series of exchanges takes place as in
the previous example.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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